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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?
This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

This Activity Pack is for:
Slugs in Space Early Reader
Lou Treveleaven & David Creighton-Pester
ISBN: 978-1-84886-446-7
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Suzy has big dreams about meeting an alien, until Grandpa
Sluggins explains that space is millions of miles away.
Downcast, Suzy wanders into a garden where an angry
gardener scoops her up with his spade. Suddenly she’s
flying until... SPLAT. There in front of her is a tank full of
creatures she’s never seen before - it must be aliens!
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
Can you remember the words from the story?
1. Suzy the slug had a very big

rocket

helmet

.

dream

2. First she found an empty

snail

acorn

shell.

mushroom

3. Suzy’s friends

when they saw her.

gasped

laughed

looked

4. Grandpa Sluggins pointed to a

big sun

bright light

in the sky.

dim light

5. “Go on, get out of my

vegetable patch

huge house

6. There were

fish / Aliens

.”

fish tank

floating about in it.

things / Aliens
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Fill in a Letter
What is the missing letter?
1. “I want to meet an ali

u

a

n,” said Suzy.

e

2. “This can be my space he

n

l

3. “I’m afra

y

m
d they are right, though.”

i

e

4. It was so b

ea

met!” said Suzy...

utiful. She really wanted to go there.

ae

ei

5. Plants and trees went whi

zh

ss

6. “I saw l

oa

ing by until - SPLAT!

zz
ds of aliens - they were the weirdest things ever!”

oo
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Word Search
wordsearch. 10-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters. d

Words:
alien

light

shell

grandpa

moon

slug

helmet

rocket

space
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Answers
Fill in the gaps:
1. dream
2. snail
3. laughed

Wordsearch:
wordsearch. 10-square. grid words laid out across-and-down. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters. d

4. bright light
5. vegetable patch
6. things / Aliens

Fill in a letter:
1. e
2. l
3. i
4. ea
5. zz
6. oa
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